0. INTRODUCTION (1)

It has been known for at least one century that certain word order combinations tend to cooccur, but it is only since a few decades that serious attempts have been made to account for these ordering cooccurrences (2). This is probably due to the fact that it was not until the nineteen sixties that word order patterns were investigated systematically in a considerable number of languages, when Joseph Greenberg published an essay that was to become quite famous, entitled Some universals of grammar with particular reference to the order of meaningful elements (Greenberg 1966). On the basis of observations in 30 randomly selected languages he proposed 45 universals of language, about half of which related to syntax. For example:

UNIVERSAL 1. In declarative sentences with nominal subject and object, the dominant order is almost always one in which the subject precedes the object.

UNIVERSAL 2. In languages with prepositions the genitive almost always follows the governing noun, while in languages with postpositions it almost always precedes.

UNIVERSAL 3. Languages with dominant VSO order are always prepositional.

UNIVERSAL 4. With overwhelmingly greater than chance frequency languages with normal SOV order are postpositional.

UNIVERSAL 16. In languages with dominant order VSO, an inflected auxiliary always precedes the main verb. In languages with dominant order SOV, an inflected auxiliary always follows the main verb.
Additionally he presented a classification of 142 languages, employing four parameters: 1. the position of the verb relative to nominal subject and object (i.e. VSO-SVO-SOV); 2. the position of the adposition (i.e. preposition-postposition); 3. the position of the adjective (A); 4. the position of the genitive (G) relative to the noun (N). I.e. VSO/SVO/SOV & pr/po & NA/AN & NG/GN. Thus 24 classes could be set up, 8 for each major language type. Recently Hawkins (1983), using the same parameters, has been able to expand this sample to over 300 languages; his sample is given in table 1. V-l stands for V-initial so as to capture some languages that are supposed to have dominant VOS order; the dashes indicate the position of the adjective and the genitive/possessor noun.

<p>| | | | | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. V-l &amp; pr &amp; N--</td>
<td>38 lgs.</td>
<td>13. SVO &amp; po &amp; N--</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. V-l &amp; pr &amp; ANG</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14. SVO &amp; po &amp; ANG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. V-l &amp; pr &amp; --N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15. SVO &amp; po &amp; --N</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. V-l &amp; pr &amp; GNA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16. SVO &amp; po &amp; GNA</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. V-l &amp; po &amp; N--</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17. SOV &amp; pr &amp; N--</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. V-l &amp; po &amp; ANG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18. SOV &amp; pr &amp; ANG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. V-l &amp; po &amp; --N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19. SOV &amp; pr &amp; --N</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. V-l &amp; po &amp; GNA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20. SOV &amp; pr &amp; GNA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. SVO &amp; pr &amp; ANG</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22. SOV &amp; po &amp; ANG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. SVO &amp; pr &amp; --N</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23. SOV &amp; po &amp; --N</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. SVO &amp; pr &amp; GNA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24. SOV &amp; po &amp; GNA</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Classification of languages; adapted from Hawkins (1983).
Observe that some classes have remained empty, which means that these ordering cooccurrences are not attested, whereas other classes are well represented (cf. classes 1, 9, 23 and 24). What these data show is that there are what Greenberg called "harmonic relations" (1966: 100):

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{VS} & \& \text{VO} & \& \text{NG} & \& \text{NA} & \& \text{pr} \\
&\text{SV} & \& \text{OV} & \& \text{GN} & \& \text{AN} & \& \text{po}
\end{align*}
\]

These ordering patterns are illustrated in the following examples, which are taken from Hawkins (1983: 1-3) (3). Examples (1-4) are from Samoan (VSO & pr & N--).

1. Ua iloa e Atamu lana ava o Eva knew Adam his wife Eve 'Adam knew Eve his wife'

2. o le paopao o Tavita the canoe of David

3. o le teine puta the girl fat 'the fat girl'

4. i le potu in the room

Examples (5-8) are from Japanese (SOV & po & --N).

5. Taroo ga tegami o kaita Taroo letter wrote 'Taroo wrote a letter'

6. Taroo no ie Taroo's house

7. kono omosiroi non this interesting book

8. Taroo ga zidoosya de Hanako to Taroo car by Hanako with Tokyo kara ryokoosita Tokyo from travelled 'Taroo travelled from Tokyo with Hanako by car'
1. THE ORDER OF CONSTITUENTS IN FUNCTIONAL GRAMMAR

Any theory about natural language will have to account for these harmonic relations and in Functional Grammar (henceforth FG; Dik 1978, 1983) these and other universal ordering tendencies are captured by general PRINCIPLES OF CONSTITUENT ORDERING.

In the functional framework the actual order of constituents in a linguistic expression is determined by PLACEMENT RULES, which are applied to fully specified, but unordered underlying predications. These Placement Rules are guided by general Principles of Constituent Ordering (see section 4). The significance of each of these (interacting) principles may vary from language to language, and while some are "harmonic", others define more or less conflicting ordering preferences. As Dik (in preparation) puts it:"Hardly any of these principles has absolute 100% validity; most of them can be counteracted by one or more of the other principles. They are like forces pulling in different directions, with varying outcomes in different languages". In Dik (1983) twelve such ordering principles are proposed, some of which find their origin in Greenberg's 1966 essay.

Here Greenberg's observations will be interpreted in terms of the PRINCIPLE OF HEAD PROXIMITY (PHP). We will try to show that this proposed universal ordering principle not only accounts for the harmonic relations, but also that it may relate to linguistic phenomena that have so far been treated separately, such as the number of terms in a predication, serialization, extraposition, and discontinuous verb complexes in SOV languages. Finally it will be suggested that PHP could lead to a reduction of the number of FG Principles of Constituent Ordering.

2. THE PRINCIPLE OF HEAD PROXIMITY

First we will have to explain what we mean by the notion HEAD (4). The predication can be regarded as a domain containing one or more subdomains (i.e. Noun Phrases), which, in turn, may also contain subdomains (like the Adjective Phrase). In each of these domains there is one constituent that does not qualify some other element in that domain. This constituent is called the HEAD of that domain. All other elements in the domain will be called
Attributive Material or simply AM (cf. table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Head</th>
<th>Attributive Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predication</td>
<td>Predicate (V)</td>
<td>Predicate operators (auxiliary verbs and the like), Terms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Head Noun (N)</td>
<td>Term operators (determiner, quantifier), modifiers (adjective, genitive, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjective Phr.</td>
<td>Adjective (A)</td>
<td>Degree adverbial etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.

Let us now return to Hawkins's Expanded Sample, or rather to a version without the preposition/postposition parameter. We can do without this parameter since the position of these elements is determined by FG ordering principles (XI) and (XII), the Relator Principles (see section 4). That leaves us with twelve classes (table 3). Notice that dominant word order is indicated by the position of the verb, which yields V-initial, V-second, and V-final languages as major groups, and that we have refrained from using such syntactic notions as Subjects and Object, so that now all symbols (V, N, A) refer to lexical categories.

If we restrict our attention to one-place predications, it appears that in the best represented V-initial and V-final classes I and XI, no AM (here adjective and genitive) occurs between the Head of the noun phrase N and the Head of the predication V. Remember that in V-initial and V-final languages the inflected auxiliary does not occur between these Heads either (cf. Green-
Table 3. As to V-final languages that allow certain constituents to appear postverbally, see section 2.2.
Notice that in these linear structures the "bare" side of every head noun is turned towards the "bare" side of the Head of the predication, so that if any of the noun phrases had been the only one present, it would have been adjacent to the main verb.

We could also frame the constituents in a non-linear structure as in diagrams 1 and 2. What all these representations have in

**Diagram 1.**

```
   N--
   N--
Aux V
   N--
   N--
```

**Diagram 2.**

```
A
V
N
V
N

A
A
A
A
```
common is that no AM occurs between Heads and that the Heads of subdomains are linked directly to the Head of the superordinate domain.

Let us now see how this proposed Principle of Head Proximity relates to the two other major classes: V and XII.

2.1. LANGUAGES OF TYPE V

Languages of type V can be represented as follows:

V-second: N--Aux V N--N--N--

In these languages one constituent typically appears in preverbal position, so that the adjective and/or genitive, if present, would occur in unpreferred position in terms of the Principle of Head Proximity. At this point two FG ordering principles are relevant (see section 4):

(III) There is a universally relevant clause-initial position PI, which is used for special purposes, including the placement of constituents with Topic or Focus function.

(IV) Since the Subject is the prime Topic candidate, it will often end up in PI; this may lead to reinterpretation of PI as the unmarked Subject Position.

Hence we may assume that the clause-initial constituent will very often be the — topical — subject and since topical constituents as a rule refer to information that the hearer can easily recover from linguistic or non-linguistic context (or so the speaker assumes), these constituents are not likely to contain much AM. They provide, in a sense, old information. In fact these constituents might very well consist of a proper name or a pronoun only, which are usually highly restrictive regarding any type of cooccurring AM (5). Admittedly these claims need to be substantiated by further research; nevertheless we will now represent languages of type V as follows:

V-second: N Aux V N--N--N-- (class V)

The position of the auxiliary remains problematic in terms of head proximity, of course; we will assume that FG principles III and IV override PHP in languages of the type with which we are concerned here.
2.2. LANGUAGES OF TYPE XII

Other languages that (can) have NPs on either side of the main verb are the so-called "leaking" V-final languages. As we saw previously, three major groups were proposed in Greenberg 1966: VSO, SVO and SOV languages. The establishment of the latter, however, posed some problems in that in many of the SOV languages the verb need not always be the last constituent in the clause: certain constituents will (typically) appear in postverbal position. In order to preserve his three-way classification Greenberg had to distinguish between rigid and non-rigid SOV languages (1966: 80):

UNIVERSAL 7. If in a language with dominant SOV order, there is no alternative basic order, or only OSV as the alternative, then all adverbal modifiers of the verb likewise precede the verb (This is the rigid subtype of III).

Thus rigid SOV languages are strictly V-final, whereas languages of the non-rigid subtype (can) have constituents positioned after the verb, i.e. they "leak"; the word was coined by Ross (1973). If we start from the type --N & SOV, the two subtypes can be represented as:

- rigid V-final: --N--N--N--N V Aux
- non-rigid V-final: --N--N V Aux--N--N

The non-rigid version clearly shows that PHP is violated in that both the auxiliary and AM (adjective and genitive) in the postverbal NPs would appear between verbal and nominal Heads. However, closer examination will reveal that non-rigid V-final languages rather strongly tend to have their AM in positions that are consistent with the Principle of Head Proximity.

2.2.1. The position of the adjective. Greenberg's original thirty language sample, which provided the data for his universals and which contained eleven V-final languages, enables us to establish the position of the adjective in both V-final subtypes (table 4; see also Hawkins 1983: 133ff.). In sum, the overall tendency is:

- rigid V-final: --N--N--N--N V Aux
- non-rigid V-final: -N--N-V Aux -N--N-
Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rigid V-final</th>
<th>Non-rigid V-final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burmese</td>
<td>Basque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burushaski</td>
<td>Chibcha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>Loritja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kannada</td>
<td>Nubian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>Quechua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish</td>
<td>--N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apparently the -N- (= GNA) pattern is preferred in the non-rigid subtype mostly and this is in accordance with PHP, for now in the worst case only one modifier will occur between verbal and nominal Heads (...NA V GN...) instead of two (...V--N...).

If it turned out that these ordering tendencies generally held for the two V-final subtypes, it would be in harmony with the Principle of Head Proximity, because modifiers (i.e. adjective and genitive) in the noun phrase are arranged in such a way that the potential damage to the Principle of Head Proximity is kept to a minimum (6).

2.2.2. The position of the auxiliary. It was mentioned earlier that in non-rigid V-final languages the auxiliary may find itself "sandwiched" between the Head of the predication (V) and the post-verbal noun phrase(s), which is not preferred from the point of view of the Principle of Head Proximity:

non-rigid V-final: ...N V Aux N...

Actually, there are a number of V-final languages that have the auxiliary not following the lexical verb, but in the second position of the clause (see also FG principle (VI) in section 4), as in example (9) from Vata (West-Africa. FUT-A = future auxiliary, FT = future tense particle; from Koopman 1984: 113):
(9) à nī- kā sākā dūdū kū zū slē-ē mlī́
we FUT-A-FT rice floor on put house-DEF in
'we will put the rice on the floor in the house'

This means that the auxiliary would not have appeared between Heads, had it not been for the constituent in the special P1 position. So here FG-principles (III) and (IV) override PHP again.

Another example is Bororo (Crowell 1979: 21ff.), in which the auxiliary is suffixed to the (sentence-initial) pronominal subject of a transitive agentive clause, which is optionally preceded by a full subject NP. When the clause lacks an agentive subject, aspect is suffixed to the verb.

(10) i- re ipo ø- tawije moto piji (Crowell 1979: 43)
1 sg- neutral post 3 sg- remove ground from
'I remove the post from the ground'

(11) ime e- re areme e- wiie (Crowell 1979: 22)
men 3pl- neutral women 3 pl-advise
'The men advised the women'

On the basis of PHP we expect that an auxiliary will only occur in second position in languages of the non-rigid V-final subtype. In terms of head proximity it is unwarranted for an auxiliary to occur after the P1 constituent in rigid V-final languages since there is no chance for the auxiliary to "obstruct" head proximity there.

Interestingly this hypothesis holds for the Aux-second V-final languages we have come across so far, namely Walbiri (Australia), Papago and possibly other Pimic languages (North-America), Bororo (South-America), Vata and other Kru languages (West-Africa) (7). In these languages the adjective follows the head noun; which in this case is also the preferred pattern from the point of view of PHP. Walbiri, which Hawkins (1983: 285) classified as SOV & po & N--, is the only language where not only the adjective follows the noun, but also the genitive (at least in the most frequent order); in Walbiri word order is extremely free in that A and G may appear on either side of the noun.

It may look as if the languages mentioned above constitute counterexamples to Universal 16, but in fact they don't since Greenberg's definition only includes auxiliary verbs that are inflected for person and number, thus excluding languages that have no person/number category (like e.g. Japanese) and languages in which such notions as tense, mood and aspect are not expressed by (inflected) auxiliary verbs, but by for instance grammatical
Steele et al. (1981: 21) attempt to characterize the category Aux for all languages; their definition reads as follows:

Given a set of language internal analyses, those constituents which may contain only a specified (i.e. fixed and small) set of elements, crucially containing elements marking tense and/or modality, will be identified as nondistinct.

This definition includes both verbal and non-verbal auxiliaries. In an earlier study Steele (1978: 35) had also observed that "languages with a second position AUX are predominantly either rigid SVO languages [...] or SOV languages with relatively free word order (Luiseno, Walbiri, Karok)". As far as the evidence goes we are now able to impose a restriction on the distribution of auxiliaries in clause-second position in V-final languages to the effect that an auxiliary will only occur after the PI constituent in languages of the non-rigid V-final subtype, as was predicted on the basis of PHP.

3. SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

In the previous sections it was suggested that the four largest groups, which together contain 247 languages or about 75% of Hawkins's sample, display ordering patterns that are generally compatible with the idea that head nouns prefer to be contiguous to the verb. The Principle of Head Proximity, however, states that basically this preference is shared by ALL head nouns, whereas only one or maximally two head nouns can actually occur next to some verb in the linear organization of the clause (9). So strictly speaking every head noun that is not adjacent to a verb is at variance with PHP. Therefore we may expect languages to display "remedial" structures that can be interpreted as supporting evidence for the universal ordering principle that is proposed here. From a logical point of view there are three ways in which languages can deal with non-contiguity between Heads V and N, namely by:

1. restricting the number of noun phrases per clause;
2. employing more verbs in one clause;
3. extraposing elements that would normally occur between Heads.
These "strategies" are discussed in the following sections. Some psycholinguistic evidence for PHP will be offered as well.

3.1. THE NUMBER OF NOUN PHRASES IN A CLAUSE

At first sight it may seem awkward to deal with non-contiguous head nouns by restricting their number per clause. On the other hand, since we argue that ALL head nouns prefer to appear next to the verb, every head noun that does not presents a problem in terms of head proximity. Consequently the more NPs a clause contains, the more head nouns will be separated from the verb, and the worse this is for PHP. Conversely, the smaller the number of NPs in a clause, the fewer will be the problems for PHP. Hence we claim that linguistic expressions containing few NPs are preferred to those containing many. In practice this often means that speakers will tend to avoid (overtly) expressing information that can be recovered from the context. As a matter of fact in many languages a state of affairs can be communicated by the verb complex alone, which means that all NPs have remained unexpressed. In that case the Principle of Head Proximity has become redundant, for when a clause does not contain NPs there will be no problems whatsoever with respect to head proximity. In these languages the entities referred to are usually overtly marked in the morphology of the verb complex. Languages vary considerably in the degree to which this morphological process is allowed. While in some languages no entity or just one is coded morphologically in the verb complex (most often this will be the principal argument, i.e. Agent, Subject), others allow several entities to be coded there. Cf. this example from Abkhaz (Hewitt 1979: 51):

(12) a- xàc'a a- phō's l- yq̑za a- šq̑ o (ə) lə +z- the-man the-woman her-friend the-book it her+for lə - y-te-yt'
    to-her he give (finite)

'The man gave the book to the woman for her friend'

All noun phrases in (12) are optionally present. According to a theory developed by De Groot and Limburg (1986) languages like Abkhaz belong to the so-called Appositional Type languages, which among other things are characterized by extensive pronominal affixing on the verb. As a rule the entities referred to by affixing are only optionally present in the form of full (pro)nouns. Eventually the pronominal affixes may reduce to mere agreement
markers (and even disappear completely), in which case they also lose their referring potential. At that stage full pronouns will have become obligatory again and the language then belongs to the Free Pronoun Type languages. English, for example, has only got third person singular subject marked in the morphology of the verb and full pronouns are necessary. But at some point in time pronouns may cliticize onto the verb (and still keep their referring potential) in which case the language belongs to the Clitic Type languages. Cf. these French examples:

(13) (a) Jean a donné ton livre à Marie
John has given your book to Mary

(b) il- le-lui- a donné
he- it- her- has-given

In languages of this type intended referents may be added as extra-clausal constituents, i.e. in Theme or Tail position (cf. Dik 1978: Ch. 6):

(13) (c) Jean, il-le-lui-a-donné, ton livre, à Marie

Clitic Type languages may eventually turn into languages of the Appositional Type (see above) and the whole process may start again. Although this summary does not do justice to De Groot and Limburg's theory in that we have only sketched the general idea (which they apply to other phenomena as well), it adequately illustrates the statement made above, i.e. that there might be a universal tendency to restrict the number of overtly expressed noun phrases per clause. Of course this tendency can only go as far as the rules for successful communication allow it to go and it should be noted that as a rule only arguments, i.e. constituents that are required by the verb, are signalled by bound morphology on the verb (10).

There are, however, also ways to reduce the number of satellites, i.e. constituents that are not required by the verb. In a number of Papuan languages this is attained by the employment of extra clauses, as for instance in Kobon and Usan.

KOBON (Davies 1981: 45-46):
All of the obligatory and optional arguments [i.e. arguments and satellites - JR] can cooccur but if many arguments are involved there is a strong preference for dividing them over two or more clauses which may contain an identical predicate rather than including them all in one clause.
USAN (Reesink 1984: 133-134): Frequently, because of the restriction on number of terms per predicate Ins [i.e. the semantic function Instrument — JR] is expressed as Go [i.e. the semantic function Goal — JR] of a preceding predication and understood in the predication that follows, as in:

(14) wo bei ba nam su-erei (= sorei) (11)
he axe take tree cut-3s. far past
'He took an axe and cut the tree'

This phenomenon is not restricted to Papuan languages, but can also be attested in Amerindian languages such as Hixkaryana (South-America) and Diegueño (North-America). In Hixkaryana (Derbyshire 1979: 39):

there is a preference to limit the adjuncts [i.e. satellites — JR] in a single sentence to one only and add further sentences, as needed, with a repetition of the verb. Thus, (16) would be preferred to (15) [our numbering — JR]:

(15) waywë yeryeye toto, warata hona, karye
arrow he-put-it-down human, shelf onto, high
'The man put down the arrows on the shelf, high up'

(16) waywë yeryeye toto warata hona, karye
arrow he-put-it-down human shelf onto high
ner eyeye
he-put-it-down

'The man put down the arrows on the shelf, high up'

According to Gorbet (1976: 155):

Diegueño has a 'conspiratorial' tendency to avoid surface configurations of many elements at one level of embedding. The principal device for effecting this structural characteristic is the 'absolute' construction with c or m [i.e. anticipatory markers of same/different subject — JR]. [...] the construction can be and often is used to indicate what in English or in a simpler Diegueño sentence would be a surface argument of the verb. Consider, for example
(17) puw-ː c 'nʸ'- waː w-man pskwak m-nʸ'- waː pam Dem-SS 1-POSS-house 3-get-up walk 2-POSS-house arrive 'he walked from my house to your house' (lit. 'getting up (at) my house, walking, he arrived at your house')

Note that either 'from my house' or 'to your house' can be translated by a single Diegueno word — n'waːk or mn'waːm respectively.

In sum, these examples show that there exists a tendency to avoid the occurrence of many terms in one clause, as was hypothesized on the basis of the Principle of Head Proximity.

3.2. THE NUMBER OF VERBS IN A CLAUSE

This section is concerned with a "strategy" that is in a way the counterpart of the one discussed in the previous section. Instead of restricting the number of terms as a way to deal with non-contiguous head nouns it is also possible to have more lexical verbs in one clause, as is the case in serial verb constructions. In most languages a clause can have only one lexical verb; this often leads to structures in which head nouns cannot be contiguous to the main verb. It will be remembered that in principle each case of non-contiguity presents a problem for the Principle of Head Proximity. In languages with serial verb constructions, however, the clause contains a series of verbs. This phenomenon is common in several West-African languages (notably of the Kwa family), but is also attested in e.g. Mon-Khmer and Thai (South-East-Asia) and in Creole languages. Evidence that the verbs in such a construction are part of the same predication can be found in the fact that there can only be one sentence negator, which has scope over all verbs in the construction, and that there are no signs of coordination or subordination. Serial verbs have obligatory agreement in tense/aspect and only the first verb is accompanied by a subject (see e.g. Noonan 1985: 76ff.). According to George (1975: xiii) : "serial constructions are used in enormously varied ways, including instrumental, manner, and purpose adverbials, datives, benefactives, locatives, causatives, comparatives, concomitants, and sequentials". Cf.:

(18) (a) ìywí awá utsì ikù (Yatye)
     boy took door shut
     'The boy shut the door'
(b) mo fi ədê gé nákà (Yoruba)
    I took machete cut wood
    'I cut wood with the machete'

(c) mo sq fún q (Yoruba)
    I said give you
    'I said to you'

(d) nám útom émi nì mì (Efik)
    do work this give me
    'Do this work for me'

(e) ọ gbàrà ọsọ gáa áhyà (Igbo)
    he ran go market
    'He ran to the market'

(f) abakashi ba-boomba uku-cila abaana (Bemba)
    women they-work to-exceed children
    'Women work harder than children'

(g) mo fi ọgbôn gé igi (Yoruba)
    I took cleverness cut tree
    'I cleverly cut the tree'

(19) mo mú ìwé wá fún q (Yoruba, from Stahlke 1970: 63)
    I took book came gave you
    'I brought you a book'

It must be noted, though, that there is no consensus as to the
categorial status of these verb-like elements; i.e. opinions differ
whether they are to be regarded as verbs or as relators (adposi-
tions). For instance Givón (1984: 179-180; examples (18a-g) are his)
suggests that verbs in a serial construction (with the exception of
the first verb in the series) serve as case-role markers of adjacent
nouns. Nevertheless, we will assume here that they provide sup­
porting evidence for the Principle of Head Proximity.

3.3. THE POSITION OF AM OF THE HEAD NOUN

Let us first have a look at structures as they could occur in
languages of the three major groups.

V-initial:    Aux V N--N--N--N--
V-second:    N(-->)Aux V N--N--N--
V-final:     --N--N--N--N V Aux

(cf. section 2.1)
Now suppose that in each of these structures none of the NPs can be omitted without a serious loss of information. In that case at least two head nouns in the V-second type and at least three in the other language types are separated from the verb. Their contiguity to the verb is obstructed by one or more other head nouns that may be accompanied by some AM as well. In this situation there is still a way in which non-contiguous head nouns can appear at a relatively closer distance from the verb, i.e. attain better head proximity: this can be done by allowing the AM of an obstructing noun to appear in a position where it will not stand between the noun and the verb.

Indeed in many languages we find instances of AM occurring outside its proper domain (a phenomenon usually known as extra-position), although not just any type of AM is liable to displacement. This might be related to the Bondedness Hierarchy proposed by Foley, who argues that "the bond between an article and its head noun is much stronger than that between a relative clause and its head noun" (1976: 20; see figure).

Foley proposed his Bondedness Hierarchy on the basis of the distributional properties of ligatures in Austronesian languages (ligatures are special particles that link AM to the head noun):

Foley's Bondedness Hierarchy.
The distribution of ligatures is determined by the principle that if a category X in a language employs a ligature, then all categories in the Bondedness Hierarchy below X will use a ligature in that language. The fundamental factor determining the arrangement of these constructions along the hierarchy is the notion of strength of syntactic bonding. The higher a construction is on the hierarchy, the more tightly bound the adjunct is to the head noun (Foley 1976: 2).

According to this theory the adjunct that can be most easily separated from the head noun is the relative clause, which indeed seems to occur outside its proper domain more often than any of the other categories mentioned above. Here are some examples of extraposed relative clauses in the three major language types. In Jacaltec (V-initial, Craig 1977: 194ff.)

(20) (a) xitij naj ah hoyom x'apni yet brought cl/the from Todos Santos arrived when kani boj sc'ahol ixim last night with his son corn

'the man from Todos Santos who came in last night with his son brought corn'

(b) xitij naj ah hoyom ixim naj x'apni brought cl/the from Todos Santos corn cl/the arrived yet kani boj sc'ahol when last night with his son

'the man from Todos Santos brought corn, the man who came last night with his son'

In (20b) the relative clause appears sentence-finally, albeit with a copy of the antecedent naj, the third person independent pronoun/noun classifier. According to Craig, Jacaltec "has a tendency to avoid center embeddings, which arise whenever the relative clause is not embedded under a sentence final NP". To put it differently: relative clauses are not preferred in a position somewhere between N and V.

In English (V-second) the relative clause may appear sentence-finally too, provided that this does not result in an ambiguous utterance:

(21) He bought an old painting at the flea market that is supposed to be an original Rembrandt
In V-final languages the relative clause is often rather unlike its counterpart in V-initial and V-second languages in that it has no relative marker (such as a relative pronoun) and that the head noun (the antecedent) is part of the relative construction itself. Commonly the relative clause as a whole is a nominalized structure that may receive case marking. Consider for example this sentence from Mohave (Langdon 1977: 266):

(22) Mary-c John małyki: hutav-ən ə hidaw-m
    Mary-subj John ball hit(nom)-dem catch-tns
    'Mary caught the ball John hit'

In Mohave and other languages of the Yuman family relative clauses may be placed in clause-initial or in clause-final position (examples from Yuma; Langdon 1977: 270):

(23) (a) John-ts piilot uukwit-nya Mary-ts adaw-sh
    John-subj ball hit(nom)-dem Mary-subj catch-evidential
    'The ball John hit, Mary caught it'

(b) Mary-ts adaw-sh John-ts piilot uukwit-nya
    Mary-subj catch-evid John-subj ball hit(nom)-dem
    'Mary caught it, the ball John hit'

Since the relativized head noun piilot 'ball' is an intrinsic part of the relative construction we will not go into the problem of head proximity here, but merely observe that the relative clause in these examples appears in a position that makes it possible for (other) head nouns to occur at closer proximity of the verb. It must be added, though, that there is also a type of relative construction in the Yuman languages, in which the head noun is repeated after the sentence-initial relative construction and thus appears closer to the verb, as in this diegueno sentence (Gorbet 1976: 63-64):

(24) i*: pac a’k wi*-m tuc- pu a’k- pu siny- c
    man bone rock-with hit(nom)-dem bone-dem woman-subj
    wyaw
    find

    'the woman found the bone that the man hit the rock with'

In many respects this construction resembles what has been referred to as a corelative (see e.g. Keenan 1985: 163ff.), except that a corelative marker is lacking (Gorbet, in any case, does not
mention the presence of such a marker). Compare with the following example from Hindi which does have this element (from Keenan 1985):

(25) jis a:dmi ka kutta bema:r hai, us a:dmi ko mai
    COREL man GEN dog sick is that man DO I
    ne dekha
    ERG saw

'I saw the man whose dog is sick' (lit. 'Which man's dog is sick, that man I saw')

It is quite possible that corelatives typically appear in Theme-position, i.e. outside the predication proper (cf. Dik 1978: Ch. 6), so as to yield better head proximity in the clause. It may be interesting to add that the distribution of corelatives is largely restricted to V-final languages. This being the case, we would expect that it must be especially so in rigid V-final languages and less so in the non-rigid subtype. In languages of the rigid subtype the clause-final position is not available for the placement of extraposed relatives and since the special clause-initial position PI is usually reserved for topical or focal constituents, extraposed relatives would thus appear in the position preceding the predication proper, i.e. in Theme position. However, the contrary seems to be true, for, in fact, corelatives are mostly limited to the non-rigid type (Keenan 1985: 164). At this moment we are unable to account for these puzzling data, but it must be stressed that the distribution of this rare type of relative clause does not provide real counterevidence for PHP. After all, corelatives do not appear between Heads in the predication proper. Thus these examples generally indicate that there could be a tendency for at least one category of AM of the head noun not to appear between verbal and nominal Heads.

3.4. PSYCHOLINGUISTIC EVIDENCE

It was said that strictly speaking the Principle of Head Proximity states that every head noun prefers to be contiguous to the verb, which of course is quite impossible in the linear structure of the clause. It was also suggested that an underlying predication can be represented as a non-linear structure in which all Heads of domains, or rather subdomains, are directly linked to the Head of the superordinate domain, as in the relational network of diagram 2 (p. 101). Given the assumption that this diagram is a more or less adequate mental representation of a state of affairs,
universal word order tendencies would reflect two essential fea-
tures of this type of organisation: 1) Heads of domains take up
prominent positions in a predication, key-positions one might say ;
2) no AM occurs between these Heads. Interestingly some evidence
for this hypothetical view might be provided by language percep-
tion research. For example, Moore (1972) designed a test in which
students had to rate sentences in terms of grammaticality under
time pressure. His results suggest that the relations between the
verb and the arguments are processed before the relations internal
to each argument. Thus we might posit that when they process a
linguistic utterance, listeners first attempt to identify relations
between the head nouns and the verb.

This would imply that Heads are the most important elements
in a predication. Evidence for this view can be found in Clark and
Clark (1977: see, e.g., 53):

Listeners have at their command a battery of mental strate-
gies by which they segment sentences into constituents, classify
them, and construct semantic representations from them. These strategies rely on the fact that sentences
contain elements listeners can use as clues to proper segmen-
tation.

One such strategy, according to Clark and Clark (1977: 61), goes
as follows:

STRATEGY 2 : After identifying the beginning of a consti-
tuent look for content words appropriate to that type of
constituent.

This might possibly be paraphrased as: whenever you identify a
domain, look for the Head of that domain first, and then try to
relate this Head to the Head of the superordinate domain (in V-
final lgs.) or the Head of the subordinate domain (in V-initial lgs.).
Evidence for such a highly speculative statement does not seem to
be available. What appears to be rather transparent, however, is
that PHP, if proven to be a valid ordering principle, will most
probably be due to psycholinguistic strategies, especially in view
of the nature of the evidence that has been offered in the pre-
vious sections.
4. PHP AND ORDERING PRINCIPLES IN FG

In the theory of Functional Grammar, Placement Rules are language specific in the sense that for any language there are rules that assign a position to every single element that a predication may contain. These rules are governed by general Principles of Constituent Ordering, which define the space within which Placement Rules can function, i.e. the extent to which certain ordering patterns are possible in natural language. The significance of an ordering principle may vary for each individual language. Furthermore, ordering principles are not necessarily harmonic, for the ordering that is preferred by principle A may be in conflict with the one that is preferred by principle B (see section 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Center</th>
<th>Dependents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predication</td>
<td>Predicate</td>
<td>Terms (arguments, satellites).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Head Noun</td>
<td>Other restrictors: adjectival phrase, possessive phrase, relative clause, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjective Phrase</td>
<td>Adjective</td>
<td>Arguments (if any), standard (in comparatives), degree adverbial.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The head noun is the first restrictor of a term.
The ordering principles that have been proposed so far (see below) are formulated in terms of the Prefield/Postfield typology. In this view languages tend to have Dependents either before or after a given Center, i.e. in the Prefield or in the Postfield respectively (see table 5). A typical Prefield language will have Dependent elements positioned before the Center (e.g. SOV & AN & GN), and the opposite will be the case in characteristic Postfield languages (e.g. VSO & NA & NG). Apart from terminological differences, the similarity with table 2 (p. 99) is quite conspicuous. There is, however, one major difference between the two tables: operators are not included in Dik's Dependents, whereas they are in our category of Attributive Material. We will return to this below. The Principles of Constituent Ordering proposed so far are (Dik 1983):

(I) A language makes a basic choice between Prefield and Postfield ordering.

(II) The Subject position precedes the Object position.

(III) There is a universally relevant clause-initial position P1, which is used for special purposes, including the placement of constituents with Topic or Focus function.

(IV) Since the Subject is the prime Topic candidate, it will often end up in P1; this may lead to reinterpretation of P1 as the unmarked Subject position.

(V) The Prefield is less hospitable to complex material than the Postfield; we may thus expect languages to take measures to relieve the Prefield of excessive complexity.

(VI) Predicate operators prefer
(a) the Counterfield;
(b) the second position in the clause.

(VII) Terms prefer the ordering:
Operator - N - Adj - Relative clause

(VIII) Adjectives may pattern along with term operators.

(IX) Genitives may pattern along with Adjectives, if these are sensible to Principle (VIII).

(X) Other things being equal, constituents prefer to be placed in order of increasing complexity: Clitic - Pronoun - Noun
Phrase - Adpositional Phrase - Subordinate clause.

(XI) The preferred position of a Relator is at the periphery of its immediate relatum.

(XII) The preferred position of a Relator is between its two relata.

Relators — "elements that serve to link two constituents to each other" (Dik, in preparation) — do not figure in tables 2 and 5. This implies that they are the only elements that may occur between Heads. They include coordinators, subordinators, adpositions, and case markers (12). As for operators, they are grammatical or form elements that operate on lexical or content material such as verbs and nouns. A distinction is made between Term operators, Predicate operators, and Predication operators.

Term operators (see principle (VII)) typically encode such notions as (in)definiteness and number, which may be expressed formally by determiners and quantifiers/numerals. Grammatical expressions (auxiliary verbs and the like) indicating tense, mood, aspect, and polarity are referred to as Predicate operators (see principle (VI)). Notice that they do not include lexical expressions of temporality, aspectuality, etc. like last week or repeatedly. They do include two notions that are not necessarily required in the category Aux as defined in Steele et al. (1981): aspect and polarity. But as a rule they are part of the verb complex too (see e.g. Givón 1984: 64ff.). Predication operators are formal expressions of illocutionary values such as declarative, imperative, and interrogative.

We saw above that operators are not sensitive to Dik's basic Prefield/Postfield typology, for they are not included in table 5. Here a different position is taken, as can be observed in table 2, which divides overtly expressed linguistic material in any domain in essentially two categories: Heads and non-Heads or Attributive Material. The latter category includes Dik's Dependents as well as all operators. Consequently Term operators too must adhere to the Principle of Head Proximity and there are indeed languages in which all AM in the noun phrase appears either before (in V-final lgs.) or after the head noun (in V-initial lgs.), as is the case in Japanese (Kuno 1978: 83) and Turkana (Dimmendaal 1982: 206) respectively. Stronger principles or "forces" will have to take care of the various ways in which languages may deviate from the ordering that is preferred in terms of PHP.
With respect to Predicate operators we observe that the positions that are claimed for these elements by FG-principle (VI) follow automatically from the preferred ordering in terms of PHP, provided that we accept a priori that discontinuity of the verb complex, and in other linguistic patterns for the matter, is generally disfavoured. Otherwise the following structures would be possible too:

V-initial: *V N--N--N--N--Aux
V-final: *Aux--N--N--N--N V

But as we saw in section 2.2.2 discontinuous auxiliaries seem to be found in non-rigid V-final languages only, which is in harmony with PHP.

The distributional characteristics of Predicate operators probably also hold for Predication operators, which have only recently been proposed in FG literature (Dik, in preparation). This even applies to non-rigid V-final languages where Predication operators can be found in clause-second position, as in Nama Hottentot:

\[(26)\] sǐke ke //nāápá ke síí paas /xáa \quad (Hagman 1973:
we decl. there arrived bus with 212)
'We arrived there by bus'

In Nama Hottentot the declarative particle ke is usually present after the first constituent in every declarative sentence. The interrogative sentence does not have this particle, but can have the emphatic interrogative particle kxa in the same position. Imperative sentences also lack the declarative marker; instead the imperative particle re may appear sentence-finally (Hagman 1973: 259ff.). As a rule, however, such values are marked in the verb complex (cf. for examples Givón 1984: 70-71).

In sum, it is suggested here that Term Operators are to be included in the material that is affected by FG Principle (I). But even then two ordering principles ((I) and (VI)) would be required to define structures for which one principle may suffice: the PRINCIPLE OF HEAD PROXIMITY, which was shown to be compatible with the four best represented language classes I-V-XI-XII.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have attempted to demonstrate that universal tendencies of constituent ordering can be viewed as a consequence of the PRINCIPLE OF HEAD PROXIMITY, which could also be related to the occurrence of Predicate operators in the second position of the clause in non-rigid V-final languages. It was shown too that there are various other linguistic patterns that make perfectly good sense in the light of head proximity. Hence they were interpreted as providing supporting evidence for the PHP. Although Attributive Material was restricted to only three categories (adjectives, genitives, and Predicate operators), PHP may be compatible with some 75% of the languages. The fact that AM may appear between Heads must, in our opinion, be ascribed to other (notably stronger) ordering principles of the kind proposed in Dik 1983.

Despite the fact that the bulk of this paper is of a highly speculative nature we would like to point out that PHP compares favourably with earlier proposals that tried to account for Greenberg's data (see note 2), because of its (potentially) greater descriptive and explanatory power. However, much more research is needed to substantiate the claims that are made here.

FOOTNOTES

(1) This paper is an abridged and revised version of my MA-thesis (University of Amsterdam 1984). I would like to thank Simon Dik for helpful discussion and comments. The responsibility for the contents however remains entirely mine.

(2) In chronological order, Bartsch and Vennemann (1972), Lehmann (1973), Keenan (1978), Hawkins (1980), Maxwell (1984) and others put forward basic ordering principles that were to account for cross-categorial correlations of constituent ordering.

(3) Japanese examples originally from Kuno (1978), Samoan examples from Marsack (1962).

(4) The notion HEAD can be given different interpretations. For an overview see e.g. Zwicky (1985).

(5) So as to provide some evidence for this hypothesis we checked on the contents of all NPs in the first chapter of
Hemingway's *The Sun Also Rises* (some 1400 words). As it turned out only about 10% of all subject NPs contained any AM, whereas this was the case for as much as 75% of the other NPs.

(6) Cf. Dixon (1980: 442) who states that Australian languages are often V-final and that in these languages "peripheral syntactic NPs [...] tend to occur close to the verb, either immediately before or — most often — straight after it. Local NPs will usually follow the verb [...]. Within NPs it is most common for a possessive qualifier to precede and an adject­ive to follow the head noun."

(7) Another common feature of the Kru languages is that finite lexical verbs appear in clause-second position too (cf. Marchese 1979), like in Dutch and German main clauses (i.e.: S Vf... O... V...). However, in the latter two languages the adjective precedes and the possessor phrase follows the head noun, which is the reason why they are not mentioned in the text. This ordering is extremely rare in languages with V-final patterns.

(8) Greenberg (1966: 84) defined auxiliaries as "a closed class of verbs [...] inflected for both person and number [...] in construction with an open class of verbs not inflected for both person and number."

(9) By definition the preferred position of the Relator, which does not figure in the Head/AM distinction, is between its two relata, e.g. N and V.

(10) For the difference between Arguments and Satellites, see Dik (1978: chapter 3).

(11) According to Reesink (14) consists of two clauses. In practice, however, (14) comes very close to a serial con­struction as discussed in the next section.
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